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Principal’s Report 
There is plenty to get excited about as we approach the final four weeks of term. Multiple camps, a dress up day, 

swimming and footy day are just some of the experiences we have ahead of us. Please continue to check Compass 

for updates and to provide permission for relevant events.  

Some of our whole school events to mark in your diary include: 

Curriculum Day- Monday 22 August. 

Book Week Dress Up Day- Tuesday 23 August  

A special Book Week incursion is scheduled for Thursday 1 September 

Father’s Day Stall- Thursday 1 September 

Footy Day- Friday 9 September 

Swimming for Years 3 to 6 (second last week of term) and Foundation to Year 2 (last week of term). Details (including 

lesson times) are available on Compass.   

Traffic Management 

Thank you again to all members of our community for your flexibility and understanding as we manage our regular 

peak traffic flow with the addition of a large construction project. I have no doubt it would have impacted morning 

drop off and afternoon collection for some of our families. This includes the longer walk to access before and after 

school care. We are working to have access to reinstated as soon as possible.  

In recent months I have been in consultation with Maroondah Council regarding parking and traffic flow in Ruskin 

Avenue. This included meeting with council staff who attended the school to monitor traffic flow. Subsequently, 

Maroondah Council are making some changes to help improve both flow and student safety.  

Please note, these changes will not occur immediately, Maroondah Council will implement them over the next 4 

to 6 weeks. Please continue to check and adhere to street signage as inspectors do regularly visit schools.   

The main change to improve pick up and drop off will be the reduction of the ‘No Stopping- School Times’ restriction 

in front of the school from 40 metres to 20 metres. I have included an illustration below.  Once implemented, 

parents will be able to drop off and collect children, but parking will still not be permitted.   

Upcoming Dates 

August 
Monday 22nd   

Tuesday 23rd  

Tuesday 23rd  

Wednesday 24th  

Friday 26th  

Monday 29th  

September 

Thursday 1st   

Thursday 1st   

Friday 2nd 

 
Curriculum Day  

Book Week Dress Up Day 

Sushi Lunch 

Book Fair Commences 

Hoop Time (Years 3 & 4) 

Year 6 Camp Departs 

 
Book Week Incursion 

Fathers’ Day Stall 

District Athletics 

September  

Monday 5th  

Friday 9th  

Monday 12th  

 

Wednesday 14th  

Friday 16th  

October 
Monday 3rd   

Wednesday 12th  

Monday 17th  

 

 
Years 3 to 6 Swimming Commences 

Footy Day 

F- 2 Swimming Commences 

 

Year 5 Camp Departs 

End of Term 3 (2:30pm) 

 
Term 4 Commences 

Year 3 Camp Departs 

Year 4 Camp Departs 

 



 

 

 

Andrew Moore  

Principal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Foundation 
 

Our Foundation students continue to amaze us. Their VIP presentations are so lovely. They are speaking with 

increased confidence and clarity each day. We are finding out so much about our classmates. It`s a delight to listen 

to them. 

 

Literacy 

We are nearing the end of our Fairy Tale unit that we`ve 

been focusing on in our reading and writing studies. This 

week we have been making comparisons between different 

Fairy Tales and identifying and discussing the similarities and 

differences between them. We are getting really good at 

explaining our ideas and giving examples to back up our 

thinking. Maybe share some more Fairy Tales at home and 

see how brilliantly your child can state the characters, the 

setting, the problem in the story, sequence the events and 

make comparisons. 

In our word work we`ve looked at `oo` and `ing`. Just look at some of our gorgeous Pooh Bears. Our students are 

definitely rivalling our drawing skills! They were so proud of their efforts. 

 

Maths 

Last week in Maths we expanded our knowledge about data. We enjoyed asking each other questions, gathering 

information and recording it in different ways. We looked carefully at graphs and charts and explained to each other 

what the information showed us. 

This week we have been focusing on ordinal number, looking at the position of an object in a line to say which was 

1st, 2nd,3rd, 4th and so on. We`ve played some games and completed fun activities to develop our skills. We`ve also 

made connections to the date, working out what the 16th day or the 8th month means. 

Melbourne Museum Excursion 

Last week we had a fabulous day at the museum. We were focusing on our history study and looked at lots of old 

toys in the Grandmother`s Toy Box session. We learned how some toys are very similar to our toys today but most of 



 

 

our toys are certainly very different from those in the past! Other highlights of the visit were the Melbourne Story 

where we looked at and discussed how different life in the past was, the dinosaur exhibit and the bugs! Playing on 

the huge playground outside after our lunch was also a winner, and who doesn`t love a bus trip with a few songs and 

some power naps on the way home! All in all, a great day out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junior School 

Year 1 
It has already been a wonderful term full of amazing learning experiences and we are really looking forward to what 

the rest of the term has in store! Please make sure you are regularly checking Class Dojo and Compass for updates 

and important information.  

Literacy  

In Literacy, we have begun to explore poetry. The students have been learning how to identify the difference 

between important information and interesting information. We have provided students with regular opportunities 

to practise this skill using the class mentor text and their own choice texts. When reading with your child at home, 

you might like to ask them what they think were the most important parts of the book. The students have been 

exploring rhythm and rhyme and have enjoyed recording rhyming words that they find in various poems in their 

Reader’s Notebook. Fluency and expression when reading poetry has been a key focus this week. The students have 

been working hard to really focus on demonstrating rhythm and fluency when reading aloud which will continue to 

remain a focus as the term progresses.  

The students were given the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of procedural writing 

last week when independently writing a text on the process of how to make jelly. They have shown wonderful 

progress when creating procedural texts and should be proud of their hard work! 



 

 

 

After concluding their writing on procedural texts, it was time to learn how to create poetry! ‘What Did I See?’ by 

Lyndsey Kuster was a familiar poem that the students were going to change to include some of their own ideas. To 

prepare to develop their poems, the students created various rhyming couplets and were taught how to identify 

syllables in words. Some of the poetry based on ‘What Did I See?’ were amazing! 

Maths 

In Maths, we have been learning about gathering data and graphing 

information. To engage and introduce students to the topic, they were 

asked to demonstrate a variety of different ways to sort a range of 

concrete materials. The students enjoyed asking their peers questions 

about their favourite playground, gathering the data and recording the 

information in a column graph. It was wonderful to see the creativity at 

the end of the unit when students used the data from their findings to 

design an ‘ideal playground’.  

This week, we are exploring shapes! The students have been 

consolidating their understanding and exploring new learning about 2D shapes and the similarities and differences 

between 2D and 3D shapes. The students have been discovering everything about 3D shape properties. They have 

been learning new vocabulary such as shape faces, edges and vertices. You might like to see if you and your child can 

find some 3D shapes at home! 

Science 

In Science we have continued to explore changes in everyday materials. Over the term, students will be investigating 

and observing how different objects physically change in terms of colour, texture and more.  

This week in Science, we created playdough using just 2 ingredients! We used flour and conditioner to make 

stretchy, soft playdough that smells delicious! Students had to predict the everyday material (corn flour) and what 

would happen to it when it was mixed with another substance. We had to kneed and be patient when creating our 

playdough to ensure we didn't add too much water.  

Geography 

This term in Geography, students will be identifying places that have special meaning to them and giving reasons for 

their choices. Students are going to be encouraged to think about their special place and describe the feelings that it 



 

 

gives them and what memories they have about it. In addition to identifying and describing what their special places 

mean to them, students will record how they travel to get to their special place and the frequency of their visits.  

 
Year 2 
Just like that, we are over half way through Term 3! It is going to be a jam packed end of term with lots of exciting 

things coming up. Please remember to regularly check Class Dojo and Compass for any important information and/or 

updates. 

Wellbeing 

In Wellbeing, we have been continuing to discuss and record 

friendly behaviours and using our understanding to determine what 

we can do in our classroom to ensure we are demonstrating respect 

to all. The students were given a range of scenarios where they had 

to work as a team to develop some respectful ways of dealing with 

each situation. This week we had the opportunity to explore and 

develop different ways that we can tell others that they are treating 

us disrespectfully. We also developed an action plan of what we 

could do if someone is treating us disrespectfully and who we can tell.  

Literacy 

We have been having so much fun continuing to explore a variety of Oliver Jeffers books. Last week we read the text 

‘There’s a Ghost in this House’. The students loved reading the book each day and discovering new and exciting 

information found in the pictures and the text. We focused on the reading strategy ‘Inferring’ and using a range of 

interesting vocabulary to describe how we infer what the character is feeling, using evidence from the text to 

support our thinking.  

In Writing, the students enjoyed planning and creating stories from a different character’s point of view. We used 

our mentor text ‘There’s a Ghost in this House’ to think about what the ghost in the story might be thinking and how 

we could use those inferences to create an engaging piece of writing. The students focused on ensuring that they 

included wonderful detail and interesting vocabulary in their pieces.  

We have also been learning about suffixes and what ‘rules’ we need to follow when adding a suffix to the end of a 

word. We have been specifically focusing on the suffixes ‘ing’ and ‘ed’. 

Can you add ‘ing’ to the end of these words? Would you just add the suffix?      

 

 

Smile —>  

 

 

 

Run —> 

 

 

Talk —> 

 

 



 

 

Maths 

Last week in Maths we continued to explore shape, particularly focusing on transformation. The students used a 

variety of 2D shapes to slide, flip and turn them either horizontally or vertically and record what they discovered. We 

looked at how shapes can move using the language of ‘half turn’ and ‘quarter turn’.  

This week, we started our Place Value unit. The students have had the opportunity to use a range of concrete 

materials to learn about place value and demonstrate their understanding. We explored what numbers look like in 

their ‘expanded form’ and what each number in a value really means. You might like to ask your child about numbers 

you see in real-world contexts - ask them what each number represents and if they can expand them.  

Can you say the value of each digit in the numbers below? 

562 

397 

109 

999 

History  

In History, we have been continuing to explore the changes in our local 

community. Last week we looked at a range of visual resources and 

compared the similarities and differences between the past and the present. 

The students used their understanding of the past to ‘travel back in time’ to 

the year 1920 to create an interesting and engaging narrative pretending to 

be in that time period. The students loved visualising the past and painting a 

picture in the mind of the reader by using their senses to describe what they 

could see, hear or smell.  

Science 

This week students have continued to investigate and develop their understanding of what a mixture is, and how we 

can identify if something is a mixture or not. Students were provided with numerous ingredients- such as cordial, 

salad dressing, detergent, toothpaste and more- and were challenged to think about how these ingredients are 

utilised to create mixtures for different purposes. Using our different ingredients, students explored how to group 

mixtures based on their purpose, such as to clean or to eat and drink. Students continued our theme of putting our 

‘science hat’ on to think about other mixtures that they use at home, and the purpose for using those mixtures. 

Through using our scientific knowledge, students created their own definition of a mixture to help them understand 

and explore the different mixtures that they have at home!  

Just a reminder that as a part of Science this term, students have been asked to find some examples of different 

mixtures at home and take a photo or draw a picture of them. Please keep sending these pictures or drawings into 

the classroom with your child or through Class Dojo.  Thank you for your support! 

Middle School 

Year 3 
The Year 3 students are all working well as we transcend the halfway mark of Term 3. It’s been a busy term so far 

and there is still lots of work to do, as well as many fun activities, like the Book Week parade, the Book Week 

incursion (The Imagineer), and the swimming program! In preparation for Book Week students have all been 

contributing to a classroom door display featuring one of the Roald Dahl books we have read this year. The Year 3s 



 

 

have focussed on The BFG, Fantastic Mr Fox, and The Giraffe, The Pelly and Me. We look forward to doing a tour of 

the school to see all the other great door displays. Feel free to come along and check out the displays for yourself! 

In Writing, the Year 3s have been busy publishing their biographies 

of a famous Indigenous person they researched. Following on from 

publishing their biographies students have been developing their 

speaking and listening skills presenting their biographies to their 

classmates. We discussed how to give a great presentation, using a 

loud and clear voice, speaking at an appropriate pace and using 

effective body language. Once the presentations were complete, 

Year 3s began creating inspirational pages in their Writer’s 

Notebooks. They came up with a character of their choice and 

described their character’s inside and outside traits. These 

characters can be used by students in future writing sessions 

during Free Choice Writing.  

In Reading we have been revising the comprehension strategy of 

‘inferring’. We have been reading the text ‘Stellarphant’, a story 

about an elephant who wants to become an astronaut. We worked 

together to infer Stella’s feelings and traits. She felt sad when she 

was rejected by NASA, but showed courage and determination to 

accomplish her goals independently. Students wrote down their 

inferences on sticky notes and expanded on their thinking during 

Reading Choice Time. Stellarphant will be the focus of our Book 

Week craft activity next week. Stay tuned for photos! 

 

 

In Maths we have been revising addition and subtraction strategies, with a strong emphasis on the various strategies 

used in solving mental subtraction problems. We have looked at strategies such as partitioning and bridging to ten, 

along with using a number line to assist with counting back, and vertical subtraction. Students have had the 

opportunity to play various games such as ‘Mathopoly’, ‘Snakes and Ladders and ‘Tic-tac-toe’ to practise their skills 

to recall subtraction facts quickly. We encourage students to continue practising at home.  

We are all very excited to see the students in the costumes of their favourite book characters for the big Book Week 

parade next Tuesday. If you’re free at 9am next Tuesday morning be sure to come along and join in the fun! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Year 4 

Reading 

As we continued with our David Walliams author study, students created connections with a variety of his texts. In 

particular focusing on text to text connections, connecting 2 David Walliams books. The students identified various 

character and theme/moral connections between his texts. To finish our author study students began analysing and 

critiquing texts, using these in depth responses to assist with book talks. 

Writing 

Students have composed a text in the style of David Walliams, following the writing process 

of planning, drafting, editing, revising and publishing. They ensured that they included 

literary devices that David Walliams uses, such as hooks, dialogue, onomatopoeia, changes 

in font and made up words. Students enjoyed publishing their pieces using the computers, 

inserting boxes next to their writing to allow them to illustrate their pictures once printed. 

Maths 

In Maths students have been consolidating their learning about fractions using ‘Think Boards’. Displaying a fraction in 

words, a shape, collection and how many more parts to create a whole. Students have thoroughly enjoyed playing 

lots of different fraction games, such as Spoons and Go Fish. We have delved deeper into fractions by discussing the 

decimal representation for them, eg 1/10 is the same as 0.1 to extend our place value knowledge to tenths, 

hundredths and thousandths.  

 

 

Senior School  

Buddies 

Last Friday our Year Five and Six students were joined by the Foundation students for an important session. The 

students were tasked with the responsibility of selecting new songs for the bell times at school. They enjoyed 

listening to the options and had a boogey with their buddies. Students then voted for their 

favourite songs. We wait with anticipation for the songs to be revealed.  

Year 5 

The Year 5s caught the bus to Mooroolbark College on Wednesday for a mini transition 

session where they completed a STEAM workshop. They followed the design process to 

create a prosthetic hand with functioning fingers. It was awesome to see their designs 

come to life and a few even managed to pick up a cup with their new creations. 

This fortnight in Mathematics, our students were able to apply all their new 

understandings about fractions to some fun problem solving tasks. The first problem 



 

 

solving task was “Help the Bees,” where students had to convert various unlike fractions, decide how much honey 

the bees had saved and decide how far the bees had travelled, all in fraction form of course! 

The second problem solving activity was the “Yum Yum Conundrum”, where the students were given a recipe using 

all different measurements for the ingredients, as the students only had a ⅓ cup to use when cooking, they worked 

with their partners to convert all the measurements! The students had a blast converting the recipe and then 

actually making the Yum Yum treats. 

In Writing, our students have been able to finish their historical biographies, self-assess their work and give partner 

feedback. Now the students have chosen a new significant person to research and write about including, Orville 

Wright, Mr Bean (Rowan Atkinson) and Michael Jordan.  

During Reading, the students have been able to identify the meaning of unknown words using context clues and 

develop their dictionary skills. Reading various biographies about Burke and Wills, Levi Strauss and Jane Goodall, the 

students have been able to find supporting details within paragraphs and label each with accurate sub topic titles. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Literacy, the Year 5s have begun writing historical biographies about significant people from the years of 

Australian Colonisation such as Catherine Helen Spence or Edmond Barton. After exploring a range of significant 

historical figures, the students selected someone they were interested in to research and write a biography about. 

The students have worked hard to use subtopics to orientate their readers, e.g. ‘Early Life’ and ‘Significant 

Achievements’. These biographies lend themselves really well to our Australian History unit. So far, we have learned 



 

 

about life in Australia in the late 1700s and early 1800s, reasons for migration and how colonisation impacted the 

Indigenous Australians of the time. 

In Numeracy, we have begun investigating fractions using a range of models and number lines. The students are 

learning to add and subtract fractions and represent this visually. As we dig deeper into the unit, students will learn 

to apply their knowledge of fractions to a range of real world situations. 

In Digital Technologies, we have continued to work through our Digital Game Development unit. Students created, 

tested and shared their interactive Maths quizzes with their peers. They have now begun to plan their ‘choose your 

own adventure’ games. It will be great to see the fun and creative ideas they come up with. 

Year 6 

In Mathematics, the Year Six students have been developing their skills in decimals. So far students have been 

involved in hands on activities, developing their skills in adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing decimals.  

In Writing, we have continued with our Shaun Tan author study and carefully analysing his texts. Students have been 

creating summaries of Shaun Tan’s texts they’ve read and explained using sophisticated vocabulary the themes and 

moods covered in these creative and wonderful picture story books. After this, students commenced the plan of 

their Shaun Tan text response essay – ‘Shaun Tan’s Illustrations Say A Lot’. Students are using the TEEL model to plan 

their essay response. T standing for ‘topic sentence’, E for ‘explain’, E for ‘evidence’ and L for ‘link’. Students will 

choose which texts they use examples from to support their response. Some of the Shaun Tan texts we have read so 

far include: ‘Cicada’, ‘Rules of Summer’, ‘The Rabbits’ and ‘The Red Tree’ to name a few.   

In Reading, we have continued with our Shaun Tan author study which has proven engaging and interesting. Tan’s 

books are developed for Senior School children and require a mature understanding of the texts, which delve into a 

range of themes including – loneliness, anxiety, war, hope, forgiveness, to name a few. 

Students have been carefully analysing and evaluating Shaun Tan’s meaningful picture storybooks including ‘The 

Rabbits, ‘The Red Tree’, ‘Cicada’ and ‘Rules of Summer’. With assistance of a sophisticated vocabulary word bank, 

students have critically analysed these texts focusing on the mood, tone, theme and illustrations. Furthermore, 

students then delved deeply into symbolism which is embedded in Shaun Tan’s picture storybooks and also 

compared and contrasted the texts, identifying similarities in mood, theme, tone and illustrations and significant 

differences between the different titles.  

Regional Netball Championships 

On Tuesday 16th August our Year Six mixed netball team attended the Regional Netball Championships. Austin C, 

Austin L, Jasper, Si Phu Ra, Emily, Daniel, Amber, Harry and Alex were super excited to be playing in the competition 

at Waverley Netball Centre after winning at the district and division levels.  

We were up against some really talented teams and walked away with one win and two losses. I am so proud of the 

team for doing their best and adapting their game and tactics as needed. Our students have been super impressive 

on the court, considering many of them had never played netball prior to this year. It has been wonderful to see 

their passion for the game grow!  

Year Six Warrnambool Tour 

The Year Six Warrnambool Tour is just over a week away and excitement is brewing! Recently your child would have 

been provided with an ‘essential items’ list and ‘final information’.  

A reminder that students are encouraged to bring a packet of biscuits for sharing before the day of the camp. Any 

medication which can be brought to Miss Marshall before the camp is also welcome. Any medicine requires detailed 

instructions. 



 

 

Students must be at school no later than 8:00am on Monday 29th August. We will meet outside the front gates of 

the school.  

Students will need to bring the following items on board the bus: a backpack with lunch and snack for day one, 

raincoat/jacket, water bottle, something to do on the bus, e.g. book, colouring, travel game, etc. 

If you have any questions about the camp, please contact your child’s classroom teacher. 

 
 

Other News 
 

Book Week 

Once again, we will be celebrating National Children’s Book Week at Ruskin Park from the 22nd – 26th August.  The 

theme for Book Week this year is ‘Dreaming with Eyes Open.’   We have been busy planning some fun activities to 

help celebrate the week which will help to promote a love of reading. Throughout the week we will complete 

activities associated with a number of shortlisted books. Please enter the following dates in your calendar. 

22nd – 26th August:    Book Week 

Tuesday 23rd August:    Book Week Dress Up Day 

Thursday 25th August:    Book Fair Opens 

Tuesday 30th August:    Book Fair Closes 

Thursday 1st September: ‘The Imagineer’ Incursion 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

These students have recently celebrated their birthdays  

Phoebe Tori Finn Matilda Leo Georgia 

 

Rechel Robbie Zeke Curtis Caitlin Bik 

Olivia Jaden Ngun Tha Sarah Isla David 

Raha      

      

      

         



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 


